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Climate change is one of the most
discussed global phenomena of the
moment. Its media representation is
affected by several factors, such as
political discourses, economic interests,
social and journalistic culture. Thus
discourses related to global warming
show a multifarious pattern. As a
conclusion it can be stated that every
culture creates its own media mythology
regarding climate change. My study’s
purpose is to shed some light on critical
aspects of the phenomenon’s media
representation and to compare its
discourse in the media of five countries
that are related to the question.
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As one of the most destructive infectious
diseases of all time, pestilence decisively
has determined the population history of
premodern Europe in forms of many
pandemics. Besides the data of contem-
porary sources, the images of plague
through historical ages are mostly
influenced by the results of the mole-
cular genetic researches. This paper gives
a brief summary about the current status
of investigations, while primarily focu-
sing on the mortality caused by
pestilence as well as on the epidemic
process of the Great Pestilence.
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In this article I examine the relation
between social crisis situations and
religiosity. I bring forward what were the
types and functions of the visions that

the end of WW II and the threats of
communism and cold war had called
forth in the Moldavian Csángó villages.
In the same time I analyze what happens
to the innovative forms of religious
notions following the change of the
Romanian political system. The article
analyses the interpretative ideologies of
the uncontrollable catastrophes, political
crises, social conflicts, and the role of
visions in the interpretation. The vision-
texts presented in this article lead to the
conclusion that in the socio-political
context created by the enumerated
periods, the vision-activity in the Mol-
davian villages was intensive. WW II, the
period of the communist dictatorship,
the social problems of the period prior
and following to the Romanian system
change from 1989, produced in many
ways the same patterns of the symbolic
handling of crisis management. Besides
the resemblance within the techniques of
perception, the cultural contents of the
experiences, the symbols, in many cases
the problems, conflicts reflecting in the
transcendence-experiences, were also
identical. The visions experienced in
particular political/historical crisis situ-
ations were the misinterpreted sources of
the symbolical conflict management. In
these visions, next to the collective
elements of the imaginary tradition, there
have also appeared the problems, con-
flicts, fears and desires of the historical
periods, in which they have been
conceived.
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The development of literary history will
largely depend on the modifications of
the wider framework in which its
development takes place. Understanding
these modifications seems to be an
essential first step. This paper concen-
trates on three factors – the nation state,
the media, the evolution of society under
the pressures of changing demographics
–, and seeks to elucidate and weigh their
importance for literary history.
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